Ruptures in psychotherapy: Experiences of therapist trainees.
Method: We used consensual qualitative research (CQR) to investigate the experiences of therapist trainees who had a rupture with a client. Results: Of 21 trainees who were tracked weekly, 14 experienced a rupture and were interviewed 1 week after the rupture and again 2 weeks later about antecedents, repair attempts, and consequences. Trainees typically reported experiencing tension at the beginning of the rupture session and difficult emotions during the rupture (e.g., anger, depleted self-efficacy). Conclusion: Trainees typically tried to repair the rupture by using immediacy or facilitating exploration about the conflict. Trainees typically reported both negative (e.g., strained therapeutic relationship) and positive consequences (e.g., therapeutic work became more productive). Trainees seemed to be less aware of withdrawal than confrontational ruptures. Implications are that trainees could benefit from learning more about ruptures including how to regulate negative emotions toward clients and acquiring more rupture-repair tools, as well as realizing that ruptures can have some positive as well as negative aspects.